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ABOUT JESSICA DIANE
We are a revolutionary boutique for chic and
organized luxury handbags! An online marketplace
created, keeping in mind our valued customers
and their needs without compromising on quality.
OUR PRODUCTS
Our handbags are handcrafted in the United
States of the highest quality of materials and
craftsmanship.

OUR DESIGNER
An attorney, a handbag designer, a
self-starter and eldest of six siblings
is all combined into one Jessica
Diane Ashdown. From the time she
was young, she was a master
multitasker, and her determined,
ambitious personality only grew,
which is why a handbag that
complimented her became a
necessity. Born to self-made
entrepreneurs and completing
degrees in Law, Marketing and
Business, only helped further in
achieving her vision.
FOLLOW US

OUR VISION
To revolutionize the way ambitious women juggles
several hats during the day through thoughtfully
articulated handbags. Our designer has been very
clear on her ideology – each bag must be chic,
versatile, functional and of the highest quality.
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OUR SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•

Easy order and online payment
Complimentary gift wrap
Gift notes upon request
Personal online shoppers
Corporate gifts and discounts
OUR CUSTOMER REVIEWS

“Absolutely love the hand bag, the quality of the
bag is fantastic! I have never had a bag like this
and would recommend one of these beautiful
hand bags to anyone! Thank you Jessica Diane for
the gorgeous hand bag <3 <3”
“Very well designed, fully thought out, top quality
materials & construction, and the only handbag
that can do it all. Thank you Jessica Diane.”
OUR PRESS
Our designer was interviewed on Today’s
Leading Women to discuss industry
challenges, the design process, and
her advice for other entrepreneurs.

@NOELIABLASS

OUR SPONSORSHIPS

Our company feels very strongly
about “giving back” to the
community. We are a proud
sponsor of Bright Pink and
collaborate in efforts to promote
education and prevention of
breast and ovarian cancer by
donating 10% of all of our online
sales to these causes. We were
also the first luxury brand to
partner with Give Back Box, a
program to encourage our
customers to reuse our shipping
boxes to donate gently used
household items to those in need.

CONTACT: Lauren Jensik | Jessica Diane Ltd.
312.972.9912 | lauren.jensik@gmail.com

JESSICA DIANE LTD OFFERS BUSY WOMEN LUXURY HANDBAGS THAT ARE
BOTH BEAUTIFUL AND PRACTICAL

Chicago - Jessica Diane is a luxury handbag design house that creates revolutionary
accessories perfect for busy women who desire versatile contemporary bags.

How Jessica Diane Ltd. Began
As a busy woman always on-the-go in the big city, Jessica was tired of carrying
multiple bags to get her through the day. She needed a bag that could carry her
entire day, and transition flawlessly throughout; from work, to running errands, to
the gym, to dinner with clients. Through her love of design and sewing, Jessica
created the Diamanti, a luxurious handbag that would meet the needs of women that
other handbags in the fashion industry did not. She has since designed three more
beautiful, innovative and versatile bags; the Cali, the Everyday Crossbody and the
Iconic Wristlet.
Handbag Styles
The original Jessica Diane handbag, the Diamanti, is the ultimate luxury handbag for
women on-the-go. Its unique design allows wearers to carry the weight of their day
without having to leave any items behind—or in another bag! The Diamanti also
includes an attachable and removable laptop/tablet slip that has a side pocket to
store documents or magazines.
The Cali is a perfect addition to a night on the town. As beautiful as it is practical,
this chain crossbody clutch has two main zipper compartments and a slip pocket to
allow for easy access to a cell phone, and the inside lining features a zipper pocket
with two credit card slots. The lightweight chain is both adjustable and removable,
and when used as a clutch, it features a latch for keys! The Cali comes in three
irresistible leather shades of Black, Caramel and British Tan.

The Everyday Crossbody is the perfect accessory for a casual day in the city, yet
transitions to a night out seamlessly. It features an adjustable leather strap, a zipper
closure, a diagonal zipper pocket on one side and an easy access slip pocket on the
other. The inside of the bag contains a small slip pocket and a latch for your keys. In
shades of Black, Caramel and Chocolate, the Everyday Crossbody is sure to please.
The Iconic Wristlet is fabulous in all of its simplicity. Fresh, chic and effortless, it’s a
must-have for every fashion maven!
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All Jessica Diane handbags are beautifully crafted in the USA with plush leather and
accented with water and stain resistant linings.
Luxury With A Cause
Jessica Diane is partnered with Give Back Box, which encourages its customers to
reuse its shipping boxes to donate to others in need, as well as Bright Pink. 10% of
all online sales go towards educating young women on breast and ovarian cancer
and prevention.
For more information, visit www.jessicadiane.com
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